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Trustworthy Time-Synchronous Measurement 
Systems 

Overview and Problem Statement 

Today’s power measurement systems operate across multiple interfaces, complex asynchronous communication 
protocols, and inefficient network topologies that limit their security and prevent their deployment at a wider 
scale.  

Sensors, like Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) or fault line detectors, depend on accurate timing across the 
network. So far that has been realized using the Global Positioning System (GPS) signal. However, using GPS for 
timing has several disadvantages, not only in cost but also in security, since GPS signals are easy to spoof or jam.  

Power measurement systems often establish point-to-point communications, routing information through 
Ethernet-based data link layers, often using optical fiber. However, the cost of deploying optical cables and the 
poor scalability of the aforementioned infrastructure do not make it very suitable for wide area deployment. Other 
industrial protocols are either centralized solutions (e.g., WirelessHART), which do not scale and have a single 
point of failure, or are decentralized scheduling algorithms that do not offer common timing (e.g., FLUSH, DRAND). 

The solution we propose is to design a synchronization and medium access protocol that can operate as a wake-up 
radio, which complements existing modems used in the grid, or can be used as the signaling layer for a radio that 
exploits power-line communications as well as wireless communications to provide accurate and secure network 
timing for PMU measurements as well as bounded delay in the data delivery. 

Research Objectives 

We propose an architecture that integrates decentralized synchronization and time division multiplexing together 
using the same communication link. Our application for the protocol is a cost-effective, resilient, synchronous 
sensing of the 60Hz power signal, without the need for a GPS receiver.  

Our design is based on a model used to explain synchronization and coordination in biological networks, called the 
pulse coupled oscillators model. We call our protocol the Pulse Coupled Synchronization and Scheduling Protocol 
(PULSESS). 

The important objectives of our research are: 

 Accuracy: Are the synchronization speed and accuracy sufficient for Power Measurement Systems?  

 Scalability: How does the synchronization scale in large facilities, especially under the conditions of hidden 
and exposed terminals? 

 Security: Is the protocol robust to attacks and failures? Is there a way to detect and identify attackers inside 
the system? 

 Location: Can we also provide location services? 

 Implementation and cost: What are the costs of the implementation? Is there an easy way to design an 
architecture that is compatible with commercially available communication systems to work as a wake-up 
radio, without changing the entire protocol stack of existing solutions? 
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Technical Description and Solution Approach 

Our synchronization method is bio-inspired and exploits previous work on pulse coupled oscillators (PCO) in 
which connected nodes realign their local network clock by tracking a known pattern within their conversations. 
After reaching a synchronized state, nodes communicate over the shared channel via time division multiple access 
(TDMA), whose deterministic timing minimizes collisions, and hence reduces latency.  

We are exploring two options. One is to put our protocol in a wake-up radio that provides timing and activates one 
of the widely employed optical (Ethernet) or wireless (WiFi or ZigBee) interfaces. Another is to implement a 
powerline communication (PLC) solution that uses the protocol to manage access and has its own physical layer 
based on multicarrier transmission. The latter solution would be able to use the same electrical wires that deliver 
power to transmit sensor information, optimizing both the costs and the routing paths between the terminals, 
given that the information flows along the same lines that deliver the AC power signal.  

Our goal is to design and implement a prototype that validates our analysis. We already verified our algorithm in 
simulations and are now working on a microcontroller implementation as an intermediate step towards the final 
implementation in a field programmable gate array (FPGA). That has the benefit of using structures that already 
exist, thus speeding up the development process. 

Therefore, we are working on simulating the expected performance of the protocol, introducing improvements in 
the accuracy of the timing signal; the culmination of this project will be a hardware implementation that uses field 
programmable gate arrays (FPGA). After verification and testing, in the next step, the design can be included in 
commercially available communication systems. 

Results and Benefits 

 We successfully simulated the algorithm and numerically verified its convergence. We are now working on 
an analytical convergence verification. 

 A prototype network layer (layer 3) implementation on MicaZ Motes with Zigbee radios is being realized, 
and we hope to demonstrate the real-world applicability of this protocol.  

 Our experiences with the microcontroller implementation and its limitations will guide the planned FPGA 
implementation on the MAC layer (layer 2). That will allow greatly improved accuracy in timing and 
reduced overhead, since customized medium access control (MAC) and signaling can be used, enabling 
realization of the full potential of the protocol. 
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